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Here is a book which you might come across H. N. Victorians by

William Erdland, and he tells us a lot of interesting stories about Darwin and

Huxley, and brings out a very great deal of evidence that is quite interesting

to know about. He is The book came out maybe six or eight years ago.
It's very interesting,
You have to pick it up and find it (14. 00) and know something about it

eel 3s
I feH-that the real evidence/for evolution are weaker, They didn't have the word,

there is upon it
but/perhaps more insistence and there are great many fine christian people

who are making concessions that I don't think there are any basis for whatever

Now here is an interesting book that I brought along and thought I might just quote

from . This book is "Evolution and Christian Thought Today" and it is edited by

(?) but actually I think Carl Henry has more (13:25)

The last chapter is "Theology and Evolution" Carl Henry has a series of quotations

by evolutionists absolutely declaring how absolutely fixed and definite is the fact

of evolution and there is no question about it. Then he asks the question "What

is the evolution fact" and then he quotes from a lot of these same men tearing to

pieces a lot of the arguments and he has a mine of valuable material in it . He gives

it in such a general way that you don't really get the force of any of it unless you

read it very, very carefully and you have a lot of extra qiaria1. Yls has far as

mutations are concerned even Huxley brings out in his book that of the mutations which

which apply, aver the great majority are like a person being, born with one arm. They
its

are simply changes that are impossible and die out and ii only a very rare one that

is good but, of course, Huxley (12)

to make up some progress. But as it is agreed by all that the overwhelming fact

of changes that occur sontaneous1y (11:50)
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